Friends, family and coworkers are going to call you crazy, ignorant
and a conspiracist for refusing a vaccine. Here are some very simple
facts and stats that will illuminate just how insane an MRNA
vaccine brought to market in six months really is...
REDDIT
SS: I wanted to keep this brief and digestible, as speaking of eugenics in Africa, the possibility of
reproductive augmentation, the Gates agenda and so on is simply going to make normal individuals
run for the hills. Here are some quick bullet points direct from government scientist that show how
asinine this push is:
The average time for a vaccine to go from inception and funding to market is 10.7 years. The Covid
vaccine has achieved this in 7 months.
The average rate of a vaccine ever successfully reaching market is 7%.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3603987/
The flu vaccine - one of the most studied and well funded in the history of science has an effective
protection rate of 40-60% annually. The Covid vaccines are claiming over 95% effective. This
stretches the bounds of credulity.
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/vaccines-work/vaccineeffect.htm
The previous record for a vaccine being developed was 4 years for the mumps vaccine. Mumps was a
well studied and understood medical condition long before vaccine research began. It was not a
new, novel virus with unknown origins.
I could go on, but these are facts I have used to have these discussions that are succinct and well
supported. Additionally, I believe they do a good job of providing a groundwork to make anyone
with a bit of critical thinking capability to question the information we are being given.
The time will come for all of us to draw a line in the sand and say, no, this is where my consent ends.
The question may well become, what are you willing to sacrifice to not fall in line and go along to get
along.
Maybe this will prove helpful for someone.

Additional Info/Sources
Everything like Covid "cases" or "deaths" are literally based on a lie. One can look at either the case
guidelines, the coding protocols, the 94% cormorbitites, contact tracing inventing cases, or the
monetary incentives to begin questioning things. (all included and sourced below:)
Blindly believing the MSM without doing any research is about the stupidest thing one can do, as
they are legalized liars.�
https://www.congress.gov/bill/112th-congress/house-bill/5736
Sourcing w/ summaries:



Covid Coding

https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/covid19/en/
An emergency ICD-10 code of ‘U07.2 COVID-19, virus not identified’ is assigned to a clinical or
epidemiological diagnosis of COVID-19 where laboratory confirmation is inconclusive or not
available.
Both U07.1 and U07.2 may be used for mortality coding as cause of death. See the International
guidelines for certification and classification (coding) of COVID-19 as cause of death following the
link below.
so basically you can be diagnosed at anytime without a test, which is the opposite of how medical
errors are coded:
https://www.propublica.org/article/study-urges-cdc-to-revise-count-of-deaths-from-medical-error
Bob Anderson, chief of the mortality statistics branch for the CDC, disputed that the agency’s coding
is the problem. He said complications from medical care are listed on death certificates, and that
codes do capture them. The CDC’s published mortality statistics, however, count only the
“underlying cause of death,” defined as the condition that led a person to seek treatment. As a
result, even if a doctor does list medical errors on a death certificate, they are not included in the
published totals. Only the underlying condition, such as heart disease or cancer, is counted, even
when it isn’t fatal.


i think the problem lies in people's unwarranted faith in the healthcare system, when it was
designed since the prohibition of hemp/marijuana to become a "for profit" industry that
creates patients rather than cures them. this makes it much harder for people to realize they
are being lied to

Covid Guidelines to determine cases:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/testing-overview.html
so a test is not required for a positive case or a Covid death statistic
Covid Case Guidelines https://wwwn.cdc.gov/nndss/conditions/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid19/case-definition/2020/


CSTE statement was Interim-20-ID-01:

https://www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/ps/positionstatement2020/Interim-20-ID-01_COVID19_NO.pdf


Which states: "CSTE will assume all targets during contact tracing are asymptomatic and
thus be counted as a positive case"

(Since, they have switched to Interim-20-ID-02:)
https://www.cste.org/resource/resmgr/ps/positionstatement2020/Interim-20-ID-02_COVID-19.pdf


which states the same thing



aka if you display any common symptoms for any common illness (like a cough) or maybe
went to a place where someone might have coughed, you could be determined positive

through contact tracing. Contact tracing assumes all people are positive, due to potential
asymptomatic cases which is why the case count is inflated
Medical errors are the 3rd leading cause of death year after year according to an 8 year Johns
Hopkins study (doctors are people too and make mistakes):
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/study_suggests_medical_errors_now_thir
d_leading_cause_of_death_in_the_us
https://hub.jhu.edu/2016/05/03/medical-errors-third-leading-cause-of-death/


covid case and death counts are inflated medical errors and assumptions! (as well as contact
tracing which literally invents cases, as well as hospital's monetary incentives)

Doctors take bribes and kickbacks to prescibe medications, even if it's known to be deadly like
Fentanyl, so why would Covid be any different:
https://www.fiercehealthcare.com/practices/another-doctor-charged-taking-bribes-kickbacks-toprescribe-fentanyl-alleged-insys-scheme
https://www.propublica.org/article/doctors-prescribe-more-of-a-drug-if-they-receive-money-froma-pharma-company-tied-to-it
convid https://www.denverpost.com/2020/05/20/coronavirus-covid-medicare-payments-hospitals/
“The idea that hospitals and doctors are falsely inflating COVID numbers and even putting patients
on ventilators to drive up their payments is not just ridiculous, but it’s insulting to the doctors who
are putting their own lives at risk,” said Joe Hanel, spokesperson for the Colorado Health Institute.
interesting, because nationally, the next link shows how MAYBE 21% would be under the age of 65
and not on Medicare, everyone else was a senior citizen: (38,000 out of 180,000)


94% of Covid deaths involves 2.6 comorbities, is this akin to medical errors and they just
report the statistics however they
want? https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm

this is just a continuation of dishonesty. Today we live off the byproducts of the oil industry rather
than using hemp...which is why it and MMJ was made illegal...because corporate profits suffered.
Following this trail, tobacco industries created the roadmap for funding bias in science and medicine,
and it's never been trustworthy since. Nixon solidified "for profit" healthcare with the HMO Act of
1973 for his buddy Edgar Kaiser, then CEO of Kaiser Permanente


PCR Testing (can go into more detail upon request but it's common knowledge they're BS)

The PCR test is for research not diagnostic use. Dr Fauci interview describing how PCR test can be
innacurate and after the 35th cycle is pointless, which many doctors do. False positives are
rampant. https://lbry.tv/@mkey:1/This-Week-in-Virology-Fauci:6
Look into how nefarious the company is that makes these PCR tests and how their CEO(Rick Martin)
was sued and fired (over the Florida fake tests), how their parent company,
Baxter/Travenol, historically has created illnessness to cure and has been sued over 7 times for this...
MicrogenDX/IDT/ Baxter International Inc.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baxter_International

� Remember when the WHO faked a pandemic? No, not in 2020, but in 2010! Fear Porn propoganda
was investigated by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE).
Same playbook used today; video version if you don't want to read:
https://youtu.be/qTur6CIDwJk
also the Forbes article written in 2010 was scrubbed from the website, here:
https://www.forbes.com/2010/02/05/world-health-organization-swine-flu-pandemic-opinionscontributors-michael-fumento.html
The WHO's head, Tedros Adhanom, was accused of covering up 3 Cholera outbreaks in Ethiopia
before running for a council position.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-51720184
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/13/health/candidate-who-director-general-ethiopia-choleraoutbreaks.html
Turns out, they were covered up:
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21149233/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23661823/ � SARS CoV 2 is 96.2% similar to the virus isolated in
the Wuhan lab in 2013;
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature12711
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24172901/
Great article talking about both sides of the arguement (lab created or not):
https://medium.com/@yurideigin/lab-made-cov2-genealogy-through-the-lens-of-gain-of-functionresearch-f96dd7413748 Almost as if it's a Great Reset as described by the IMF and WEF, the plan:
https://www.weforum.org/great-reset/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/8-predictions-for-the-world-in-2030/
Federal Reserve chairman’s coming out saying this was a planned shutdown:
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/feds-bullard-coronavirus-shutdown-not-a-recession-aninvestment-in-survival.html
"This is a planned, organized partial shut down of the U.S. economy. We are throttling back output
on purpose to meet health guidelines... Transfer income to affected households."
Pennsylvania Federal Reserve talking about CBDC, Central Bank Digital Currency and how it will curb
the run on banks:
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/je33pp/what_do_the_central_bankers_have_plan
ned/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share
Video: https://youtu.be/ItcPgU8T_Bw
St. Louis Federal Reserve President James Bullard said :

"This is a planned, organized partial shut down of the U.S. economy. We are throttling back output
on purpose to meet health guidelines... Transfer income to affected households."
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/feds-bullard-coronavirus-shutdown-not-a-recession-aninvestment-in-survival.html


Which is where "PLANdemic" comes from �

But what about excess deaths? on top of the reasons listed above (medical error, lack of staffing,
patients afraid to go to hospital, etc):
I agree many people didn't go to the hospital for conditions, or were turned away, and thus died. At
the very least the quality of life and life expectancy of many will be lowered:
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMms2009984#article_citing_articles
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/07/200701125506.htm
https://unglobalcompact.org/take-action/20th-anniversary-campaign/covid-related%20hungercould-kill-more-people-than-the-virus
https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2020/04/22/lost-patients
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6942e2.htm#F1_down
A record number of healthcare workers were laid off during the pandemic:
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/workforce/record-number-of-healthcare-workers-laid-offfurloughed-during-pandemic.html
The media didn't help with the fear mongering propoganda portrayed, especially once the pandemic
became political, which exacerbated the fear.
We'd be dishonest to say those excess deaths are a majority Covid related, other than people
avoiding care for fear of catching Covid19.

